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In Gang of Five, bestselling author Nina J. Easton adds an important element to the
history of American politics in the last thirty years. This is the story of the other, less
well known segment of the baby-boom generation. These are young conservative
activists who arrived on campus in the 1970s in rebellion against everything "sixties"
and went on to overturn the political dynamics of the country in the 1980s and 1990s.
They've been waging what Newt Gingrich called a "war without blood" for three
decades. Gang of Five portrays the intertwining careers of five major figures: BILL
KRISTOL, the Harvard-educated elitist and publisher of the Weekly Standard, is the
liberal establishment's worst nightmare -- a witty, erudite Rightist who was a leading
force behind the demise of the Clinton health care plan, the historic reform of welfare,
and the decision of House Republicans to impeach the president. RALPH REED, the
hardball politico who helped turn an organization called the College Republicans into a
kind of communist cell of the Right, in the 1990s tried to give the Religious Right a
softer face as leader of the Christian Coalition but was thwarted by his thirst for power
and the narrow fundamentalism of his activist followers. CLINT BOLICK, a leading force
in the spread of school choice programs and the anti-affirmative action strategist who
sank Lani Guinier's appointment, is the idealist who seeks to convince civil rights
leaders that his legal work on behalf of disadvantaged minorities is sincere and that
liberal programs hurt the people they are meant to help. GROVER NORQUIST, the
"market Leninist" who divides the world into "good" and "evil," is at the hub of Hillary
Clinton's "vast right-wing conspiracy" and is the architect of a no-new-taxes pledge
signed by all major Republican candidates in the 1990s. DAVID MCINTOSH, the policy
wonk who took the movement's war on Washington to Congress as leader of the House
Republican freshmen during the Gingrich Revolution, pushed his party toward
confrontation with the White House and is now running for governor in Indiana. In
contrast to earlier generations of conservatives, these leaders and their allies tasted
success, first with Ronald Reagan's twin victories in the 1980s and then, in the 1990s,
with the Republican capture of Congress. They play to win and have had a hand in
every major insurrection from the Right over the past two decades -- from abortion
politics to government shutdowns to political muckracking. No politician can ignore their
agenda or escape the new hardball rules they've written for national politics.
JUSTICE FROM HELL aka The Hanging Judge Clint Adams is looking forward to quiet
times in Trickle Creek. Instead, he's met with a twitching body, hanging high and left for
vultures. But in this town, there's no vulture hungrier than Judge Krueger. The judge's
specialty isn't imposing old-fashioned justice on wrongdoers, though. This is outright
lynching, and only the latest in a string of strung-ups. What's more, the suckers that
Krueger and his Four Horsemen railroad all the way to the noose are innocent. It's time
the Gunsmith cuts the ropes on these goons and stops the power-mad judge. And he'd
better do it fast—because there's some tight twine and a high branch just waiting to snap
the interloper's neck...
Should a journalist ever become a participant in the story he is covering? Thats the
ethical dilemma facing Clint Stockton in Fifteen Minutes of Fame, the exciting first novel
by Gary Watson. Clint, top reporter for the Advocate, a second-rate daily newspaper in
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Atlanta, is already at odds with his wife over his job when he begins following two
murder investigations - the beating of a homeless man on a downtown street, and the
shootings of three big-rig truck drivers. As his workload mounts and his personal life
becomes even more stressful, Clint uncovers information about the killings that brings
him to a choice. Does he remain merely a reporter who covers the news, or does he get
involved and end up making the news? His career, his relationships, resolution of the
crimes and even life and death are on the line as Clint struggles to make his decision.
The close-knit Stuart clan becomes personally involved in WWII when several members
of its younger generation go off to fight. Will and Clint are strongly rooted in their
Christian heritage, but Adam's life has been aimless and bitter. While he fights his
toughest battle within himself, he endangers the men under his command. The three
cousins' military exploits take them from the Arkansas hills to the jungles of
Guadalcanal, from Hollywood to the forests of Germany. The Stuarts at home lean
heavily on faith and family as they pray for their sons. Will the men return safely to the
women and families who love them?
Reeling from the sudden death of his brother, Clint Weston finds himself starting over in
a Carolina coastal town that is scrambling to recover from Hurricane Cindy. His new
start brings close friendships and a promising romance but also wreaks more
destruction on his life than any hurricane could. Drawn unexpectedly into the thick of a
drug smuggling operation entangled with a gold cache hidden since the Civil War, Clint
has no choice but to fight his way out. And with the local sheriff, a senator, and the
governor against him and an untouchable mobster family looking for quick millions Clint
and his friends are left to fight against all hope and for their very lives.
The definitive guide for ensuring data privacy and GDPR compliance Privacy regulation
is increasingly rigorous around the world and has become a serious concern for senior
management of companies regardless of industry, size, scope, and geographic area.
The Global Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) imposes complex, elaborate, and
stringent requirements for any organization or individuals conducting business in the
European Union (EU) and the European Economic Area (EEA)—while also addressing
the export of personal data outside of the EU and EEA. This recently-enacted law
allows the imposition of fines of up to 5% of global revenue for privacy and data
protection violations. Despite the massive potential for steep fines and regulatory
penalties, there is a distressing lack of awareness of the GDPR within the business
community. A recent survey conducted in the UK suggests that only 40% of firms are
even aware of the new law and their responsibilities to maintain compliance. The Data
Privacy and GDPR Handbook helps organizations strictly adhere to data privacy laws in
the EU, the USA, and governments around the world. This authoritative and
comprehensive guide includes the history and foundation of data privacy, the
framework for ensuring data privacy across major global jurisdictions, a detailed
framework for complying with the GDPR, and perspectives on the future of data
collection and privacy practices. Comply with the latest data privacy regulations in the
EU, EEA, US, and others Avoid hefty fines, damage to your reputation, and losing your
customers Keep pace with the latest privacy policies, guidelines, and legislation
Understand the framework necessary to ensure data privacy today and gain insights on
future privacy practices The Data Privacy and GDPR Handbook is an indispensable
resource for Chief Data Officers, Chief Technology Officers, legal counsel, C-Level
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Executives, regulators and legislators, data privacy consultants, compliance officers,
and audit managers.
Clint Eastwood—actor, director, composer, musician, and politician—is undeniably one of
the most prolific and accomplished celebrities of the modern age. This book provides
insights into Eastwood's life and entire career, from early television appearances to
recent award-winning films. He established himself early in his acting career as "the
strong silent type" and became known as the "actor's director." In a career that spans
seven decades, Eastwood's work has been influential for multiple generations of film
audiences as well as actors, directors, and producers. This biography investigates the
man who made his characters' lines such as "Go ahead—make my day" and "Get off my
lawn" unforgettable, and shows why his movie roles and the films he directed are
honored, studied, quoted, and remembered. The book describes everything from
Eastwood's formative years and early days as a struggling actor to his family and
personal life to his lifelong love of jazz music and his political leanings. The chapters
describe not only his tremendous accomplishments and countless successes but also
his notable failures—coverage that will intrigue readers interested in the film industry, in
the acting craft, and in enduring popular cultural icons. • Reviews Eastwood's
accolades, honors, reviews, awards, and specific achievements throughout his lifetime
• Provides detailed information regarding Eastwood's long television and film career •
Documents why Eastwood is a cultural icon and considered by many to be the most
respected filmmaker in the film industry today • Supplies information about lesserknown aspects of Eastwood's life, such as his accomplishments as a composer and
musician as well as in politics
Since its beginnings in the 1950s, the person-centred approach to therapy has
developed in many ways. In this important new text, Campbell Purton introduces the
'focusing' approach of Eugene Gendlin. The book discussed Gendlin's theoretical
innovations and their implications for clinical practice. It throws light on the relationship
between the various schools of therapy, and on the relationship between therapy and
such areas as ethics and spirituality. It will be essential reading for students and
practioners of person-centred therapy.

I used to think the world is anything but simple. It is too complicated, and I am
just one inconsequential piece. After 7 mysterious manic episodes, 4 mental
hospital stays, 2 Masters, and 1 PhD, I know the world is as simple as it can be:
God and love explain everything. This book is my formal PhD essay to the world,
and you be the judge.
After two and a half years of deep depression, anger at God, and guilt over the
death of her husband and twin girls, all bestselling romance writer Jessica Lynn
Morgan wants is to buy a house, get back to writing, and live out her life alone in
peace. And the little town of Hope, Wyoming, seems to offer the peace she
needs. Or does it? Unfortunately, her dream house is rumored to be haunted. Not
one to believe in ghosts, she fights for any logical explanation for the things
happening that seem to warn her off. Once she moves in, the threat against her
life becomes real. Clearly, someone or something wants her out. Now. And her
stubbornness could cost Jessica her life.
Sometimes an author may write, And the story continues . . . This particular
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statement is appropriate while describing this novel, The Timberlakes. The
beautiful love story between Clint and Irene continued to burn like an eternal
flame. From the deep jungles of Sumatra to the Spanish Trace Ranch in Texas,
time and distance would not destroy the love they had for each other. Even
though we were in a world war, the boys out of Chicago would not forget about
the money Harvey Timberlake had won in the big poker game one cold Chicago
night. They wanted their money backplus Irene or any other woman that might be
available! Our nation and the nations around the world experienced horrors that
were unbelievable to mankind. This story will cover a small portion of the World
War II saga in the South Pacific. However, enough is told to help us remember
the war, and with Gods grace, guidance, and help, well never let it happen again!
But Not ForgottenA Clint Wolf NovelIndependently Published
Clint Belmet’s parents were killed in a Comanche raid when he was young, but
that hasn't stopped him from taking a job leading freight caravans on the old
Santa Fe Trail, from Saint Louis, Missouri, to Santa Fe, New Mexico—a route that
goes right through Comanche territory. Here is the raw, primitive West of the
early pioneers, great caravans of freighters rumbling across the deadly prairies,
risking attack by Comanche. In this action-packed adventure from “the greatest
novelist of the American West,” twenty-eight wagons loaded with families,
supplies, and tough-as-nails Texans are forced to circle up and fight for their lives
against relentless assaults by Comanche who have been goaded on and tricked
by raiders. When amid the constant battle Clint falls in love with the beautiful May
Bell, he makes an enemy even worse than the Comanche. Lee Murdock wants
Mary Bell to himself, not to mention the valuable supplies their caravan is
carrying. Soon, Clint must face enemies inside the circled wagons as well as
outside. Zane Grey details the amazing, electric, and bloody days that existed on
the American Frontier. Fighting Caravans brings us the story of brave men and
women who risk everything for a new life and opportunities, or for the adventure
of the wild. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for
readers interested in fiction that takes place in the old West. Westerns—books
about outlaws, sheriffs, chiefs and warriors, cowboys and Indians—are a genre in
which we publish regularly. Our list includes international bestselling authors like
Zane Gray and Louis L’Amour, and many more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed
to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work
might not otherwise find a home.
Can love for a child… Make them a family?Lawyer Molly McKinney needs to be
the best—now more than ever. Relocating to San Francisco means a chance to
provide a stable income and home for her nine-month-old daughter. And
defending former rival Drew Harrington against charges of witness tampering will
boost her reputation. As they work to clear Drew’s name, their feelings grow. But
does Molly have room in her life for love? USA TODAY Bestselling Author City by
the Bay Stories Book 1: The Charm Offensive Book 2: The Doctor’s Recovery
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Book 3: Ava’s Prize Book 4: Single Dad to the Rescue Book 5: In Love by
Christmas Book 6: Her Surprise Engagement Book 7: Three Makes a Family
Harlequin® Special Edition brings you three new titles for one great price,
available now! These are heartwarming, romantic stories about life, love and
family. This Special Edition box set includes: Wed by Fortune by Judy Duarte
The Fortunes of Texas: All Fortune's Children When pregnant single mom SashaMarie Gibault returns home to lick her wounds, she reconnects with her
childhood crush, Graham Robinson. But the rancher's interest in this little family
is jeopardized when they learn he may really be a famous Fortune. High Country
Baby The Brands of Montana by Joanna Sims Rough 'n' tumble bull rider Clint
McAllister loves taking risks, like seducing Taylor Brand. When Taylor suggests
that he get her pregnant, she has Clint shouting "Whoa!" But a lifelong trail ride
with a wife and child might just be what the cowboy ordered. From Good Guy to
Groom The Colorado Fosters by Tracy Madison Scarred from the inside out after
a tragic accident, Andi Caputo seeks healing in Steamboat Springs, Colorado.
Her physical therapist, Ryan Bradshaw, is drawn to his lovely new patient, but
can he be the hero that Andi needs - forever? Look for Harlequin Special
Edition's June 2016 Box set 2 of 2, filled with even more stories of life, love and
family!
Like wayfarers before them in a foreign land, they learn to sing... Lewis Winslow
has money, a large fancy house, and a bright future in business, but he's lost his
beloved wife and now fears he is losing his children as well. Josh seeks one thrill
after another, while Jenny finds her excitement at society parties. Kat, an all-out
tomboy, is living in her own world, and Hannah has become a recluse. Their
father isn't sure what to do about any of them. When the stock market crash robs
the Winslows of the material comforts they have enjoyed, will they unite as a
family? Lliving in poverty is like living in a foreign land for this Winslow family.
The strength of their faith will determine whether they thrive--or merely survive--in
the face of unfamiliar and fearsome hardship.
Hon Russell Fox argues that the existing common law procedural system is not equal to
the demands of the coming century. Beginning with a thoroughly researched analysis of
the large scale dissatisfaction with and disaffection from the present day courts, this
book proposes means for approaching Justice in the Twenty-First Century. This book is
essential reading for all lawyers, judges, politicians and citizens interested in the
question of remedying the significant problems plaguing the current system for the
provision of justice in Australia, England and the United States. Foreword provided by
the Rt Hon Lord Irvine of Lairg, the Lord Chancellor of Great Britain.
Liam and Eve have lived to fight another day, paying dearly for their survival. But in a
post-apocalyptic world filled with fast, flesh-eating monsters, neither can say for certain
how many days they have left. In the dead of winter, weeks after their narrow escape
from the clutches of deranged serial-killer claimed humanitarian, Charles Delue, the
second installment to the Affected Series follows Eve's journey to find refuge when
every day promises a fight just to survive. The Things Awake follows Eve and Liam
through loss and love, a wedding and a funeral, and matches them against both
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monsters and men.
A collection of obituaries of eminent Welsh people, first published in The Independent
newspaper. Amongst those included are: Stuart Cable, Huw Ceredig, Hywel Teifi
Edwards, Owen Edwards, Iris Gower, Ray Gravell, W. J. Gruffydd, J. Geraint Jenkins,
Margaret John, T. Llew Jones, Philip Madoc, Eluned Phillips, Aeronwy Thomas, Orig
Williams and Stewart Williams.
Two years after Clint Wolf's life has been disrupted forever, he's asked to serve as
police chief for a quiet little town deep in the swamps of Louisiana. But the tranquility of
the town is shattered when a severed arm is found in the jowls of an alligator.With the
aid of Sergeant Susan Wilson, Clint investigates and it isn't long before they realize
someone has been murdered. As the investigation ensues, Clint battles secret demons
from his past as he befriends a local reporter named Chloe, who proves to be an asset
to the case when she shares information from a source who says the murder was part
of a larger plot.Will Clint and Susan unveil and foil the larger plot before it's too late, or
will the citizens of Louisiana awaken to a horror worse than any in their state's
history?"Great imagery, bigger than life characters, and true sounding law enforcement
scenes made this a romp of a read. It was fast moving and kept me guessing up to the
very end." --Cheryl Stout, an Amazon Top 1000 Reviewer"This author has a real talent
for keeping me gripped and wanting to know what was going to happen next." --Liz H,
Through The Booking Glass
American Political and Cultural Perspectives on Japan: From Perry to Obama presents
a panoramic survey of American images and ideas about Japan—past, present, and
future.
Kaitlyn Driver needs to convince her dad that the wrench-wielding daughter he has is
just as good as the son he lost. What better way to do it than by winning the Atlantic
Coast Big Rig Pulling Series? But when her step-mom gets sick, Kaitlyn must set aside
her big plans so she can run the company and take care of her step-brothers. Then,
rumors start to fly, and the garage and her reputation are in danger of being torn apart.
After an accident, IT specialist Nate Gordon is forced to share a garage with the tough,
yet tender, Kaitlyn Driver. Suddenly Nate's knee-deep in boys and baby bottles, trucks
and turbos, but he's fascinated with the blue-eyed beauty who can handle a big rig the
way most girls run their curling irons. Kaitlyn is intrigued by Nate, but she isn't sure if
Nate will stick around or believe the rumors. When her dad’s drivers start quitting, Nate
could be the only one who can save their company. Can she learn to depend on
someone besides h
Enid Stafford and her family have survived the repercussions of a sneak attack on the
United States. Now, nearly three years later, the US and their small part of it is
returning to normal. This is the sequel to Finding Home, Enid’s story of her and her
children’s struggle to find a new place and new lives in what to her had become an
entirely foreign world. Life’s Celebrations further chronicles Enid’s epiphany of love,
trust, and acceptance. It’s been a roller-coaster ride for her and her children, and in
some ways, the return to the modern world is as difficult as the transition to selfsufficiency had been. Enid is determined to succeed and finds she is stronger than she
ever imagined she could be and uses that strength to sustain her family, her
community, and herself.
Embattled former detective Clint Wolf is the newly appointed police chief for Mechant
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Loup, a small swampy town in southeast Louisiana. Usually a quiet town, the tranquility
of the place is shattered when a human arm is found in the jowls of an alligator. Once
it's determined the arm belongs to a reputable business owner, the race is on to find the
man and figure out what happened to him. Little does Clint know that solving the case
could unearth a plot so evil it would go down as the worst event in Louisiana history . . .
and he might not live to see it.(NOTE: Originally published on December 6, 2015 by
Amber Quill Press, LLC)
The Gunsmith isn't much inclined to settle down, so when he finds himself saddled with a
building and a business after a high-stakes poker game, he makes tracks for Sheldon,
Wyoming, to see just what he's won and figure out what to do with it. At first it seems too good
to be true: The "business" is a bevy of buxom beauties who work their wiles on the town's
menfolk for fun and profit. But a crafty politician doesn't want this enterprise—or Clint Adams—to
prosper. And when a hired gunslinger rides in to do his bidding, the Gunsmith has a full-time
job just staying alive...
Harlequin® Heartwarming celebrates wholesome, heartfelt relationships that focus on home,
family, community and love. Experience all that and more with four new novels in one
collection! This Harlequin Heartwarming box set includes: HOW TO MARRY A COWBOY (A
Wishing Well Springs Novel) by New York Times bestselling author Cathy McDavid When
Kenna Hewitt comes home for her mother’s wedding, her longtime friend Channing Pearce is
determined to finally tell her how he feels. Can he win this bridesmaid’s heart, or will she run
away like always? THE BAD BOY’S REDEMPTION (A Matchmaker at Work Novel) by Syndi
Powell Josh Riley is running for mayor…against the woman he loves! He wants to win the
election and make up for his checkered past, but winning Shelby Cuthbert’s heart would be
even better. THREE MAKES A FAMILY (A City by the Bay Novel) by USA TODAY bestselling
author Cari Lynn Webb For lawyer Molly McKinney, love is only a distraction. So when she
needs help from former rival Drew Harrington with her custody battle, she’s all business.
Unfortunately, staying professional is tough when you’re falling in love! A MARRIAGE OF
INCONVENIENCE (A Stop the Wedding! Novel) by USA TODAY bestselling author Amy
Vastine Evan Anderson agreed to marry his best friend strictly as a favor, but he didn’t expect
to fall in love with their wedding planner, Sophia Reed. Is the attraction strong enough to break
a promise to a friend? Look for 4 compelling new stories every month from Harlequin®
Heartwarming!
Darkness has fallen on the city of Portland, Oregon. One by one, the wives of affluent and
respected men are vanishing from their homes. The only clues to their disappearance are a
single black rose and a note that reads, "Gone, But Not Forgotten." It is the rebirth of a horror
that has already devastated a community at the opposite end of the country—and, as it did then,
terror and death will follow. Defense attorney Betsy Tannenbaum is trapped in a nightmare as
the shadows of a killer darken her world. And she will soon be risking everything she has and
everyone she loves to defend a cold, powerful, and manipulating client who may be a victim . .
. or a monster.
With rough miners for shipmates, Elizabeth Breckenridge sets sail to search for her brother in
Alaska, wild with the 1890s gold rush. When she falls overboard midjourney, she is rescued by
a man very unlike her minister brother— Clint Brady, a cynical bounty hunter who shoots to
kill.Together, this unlikely couple struggles to survive the rugged dangers of the beautiful
Alaskan frontier. Unexpectedly, Clint comes to love her, and proposes. Elizabeth returns his
love, but unless she can help Clint see that heaven is no abstraction in the sky, the grip of the
past could cost them a future together—.
Born on a farm near Anahuac, Texas, in 1875 and possessed of only a fourth-grade education,
Ross Sterling was one of the most successful Texans of his generation. Driven by a relentless
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work ethic, he become a wealthy oilman, banker, newspaper publisher, and, from 1931 to
1933, one-term governor of Texas. Sterling was the principal founder of the Humble Oil and
Refining Company, which eventually became the largest division of the ExxonMobil
Corporation, as well as the owner of the Houston Post. Eager to "preserve a narrative record of
his life and deeds," Ross Sterling hired Ed Kilman, an old friend and editorial page editor of the
Houston Post, to write his biography. Though the book was nearly finished before Sterling's
death in 1949, it never found a publisher due to Kilman's florid writing style and overly
hagiographic portrayal of Sterling. In this volume, by contrast, editor Don Carleton uses the
original oral history dictated by Ross Sterling to Ed Kilman to present the former governor's life
story in his own words. Sterling vividly describes his formative years, early business ventures,
and active role in developing the Texas oil industry. He also recalls his political career, from his
appointment to the Texas Highway Commission to his term as governor, ending with his
controversial defeat for reelection by "Ma" Ferguson. Sterling's reminiscences constitute an
important primary source not only on the life of a Texan who deserves to be more widely
remembered, but also on the history of Houston and the growth of the American oil industry.
A BLACK DAY IN GREEN LEAF News of his buddy, Frank Zeller, being robbed and nearly
killed sends Clint Adams charging into Green Leaf, Arizona. It seems that the pack of
murderous thieves that spared his friend's life were not suddenly overcome with
compassion—they were sending out a message. Don't expect to get your lumber shipment into
Green Leaf without the same happening to you... or worse. The Gunsmith has his own
message for the foolhardy bandits. But why should he have to write, when he can draw...
Should she give him the photo or throw it out and pretend she'd never found it…? Livia had
bought the house—lock, stock and barrel. Unknowingly, she'd also bought Clint Bracamonte's
past…. He'd returned to find Livia the new owner of his family home. As Livia cleared longunopened drawers and sorted through long-forgotten boxes, she delighted in each new
discovery about the man she'd quickly come to love. And then Livia had come across the
photograph—which seemed to change everything….
All Taylor Brand wanted was a baby of her own But at nearly forty and recently divorced,
embarking on a "solo" trek on the Continental Divide Trail, her time was tight and her options
slim. Maybe the curt cowboy who'd been charged with watching out for her was her best shot.
After all, Clint McAllister was shadowing her on a high-country horseback trip for the money.
Would he be up for being hired for something else? Classy ladies like Taylor didn't normally
give a rough rodeo-rider like him a second glance…much less ask him to father a baby. And
while Clint didn't need an excuse to take Taylor to bed, he did wonder if this plan was perhaps
the wisest. Who knew what would happen once he got to taste the forbidden?

The latest installment in the New York Times bestselling Politically Incorrect Guide
series expands on the pro-South slant of the hugely successful Politically Incorrect
Guide to American History. Author Clint Johnson shows why the South, with its
emphasis on traditional values, family, faith, military service, good manners, small
government, and independent-minded people, should certainly rise again!
Through extensive, exclusive interviews with Eastwood (and the friends and colleagues
of a lifetime), Time magazine film critic Richard Schickel has penetrated a complex
character who has always been understood too quickly, too superficially. Schickel
pierces Eastwood's monumental reserve to reveal the anger and the shyness, the
shrewdness and frankness, the humor and powerful will that have helped make him
what he is today. of photos.
Things were calm and in perspective for Clint until he met a young lady who was willing
to go along for the ride and to be in a relationship with him, not knowing that his past
was rough and involved a lot of not only illegal activities but also dangerous people. His
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heart, mind, love, and courage were put to the test when the crime boss he once
associated in business with decided that he was not yet ready to cut ties with Clint and
his profitable business connections. Innocence was not a factor in the mind of the
maniacs surrendering their assistance on either side of the equation, which arose in this
world of soldiers for fortune and fighters for love. It was a story of a man put to the
ultimate test of life, which involved man choosing a side—them or them, good or bad.
· In Portland, Oregon, the wives of several prominent businessmen have disappeared
without a trace, leaving behind only a black rose and a note with a simple message:
“Gone, But Not Forgotten.” · An identical series of disappearances occurred in
Hunter’s Point, New York, ten years ago—but the killer was caught, the case was
closed and the special “rose killer” task force was disbanded. · Betsy Tannenbaum, a
Portland wife and mother who has gained national recognition as a feminist defense
attorney, is retained by multimillionaire Portland developer Martin Darius—for no
apparent reason. · Nancy Gordon, a homicide detective for the Hunter’s Point Police
Department and an original member of the “rose killer” task force, hasn’t slept a full
night in ten years, haunted by nightmares of a sadistic killer who, she swears, is still out
there. . . · Alan Page, the Portland district attorney, trying to make sense of the sudden
series of disappearances, opens his front door one evening to find Nancy Gordon on
his doorstep—determined to tell him a story he won’t soon forget. · Across the country,
in Washington, D.C., the President of the United States has just selected United States
Senator Raymond Colby to be the next Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. In a private
meeting, Colby assures the President there are no skeletons in his closet. Complex,
utterly compelling, and brilliantly executed, GONE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN is a book
that truly lives up to its extraordinary advance praise: Once begun it simply cannot be
put down.
A SMOKING GUN The gold bug never bit Clint Adams, but he’s not against providing
protection to prospectors looking to strike it big—so long as the price is right. But when
George Oswalt’s treasure map leads him and Clint to the mother lode, the Gunsmith
finds himself digging up more trouble than it’s worth. The hoard isn’t just overflowing
with gold coins—whoever hid the treasure also stowed away some customized rifles,
ones Clint recognizes as his own craftsmanship from two years back. And when the
former owners show up looking to cause havoc, the Gunsmith decides to prove that
making weapons isn’t his only specialty… OVER 15 MILLION GUNSMITH BOOKS IN
PRINT!
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